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Item 8.01

Other Events.

On April 23, 2021, following a damages phase, the Delaware Chancery Court (the “Court”) issued a memorandum opinion awarding Millennium
Therapeutics, Inc. (“Millennium”) $38.2 million in damages, plus pre-judgment interest, on its claim against Harpoon Therapeutics, Inc. (“Harpoon”)
for fraud in inducing Millennium’s investment in Maverick Therapeutics, Inc. (“Maverick”). The Court’s opinion states that pre-judgment interest will
be calculated as set forth in 6 Del. Code Section 2301(a), which generally provides that the legal rate of interest shall be 5% over the Federal Reserve
discount rate. As previously reported, on April 3, 2020, the Court found in favor of Millennium on this claim against Harpoon. The Court found that the
false representations were made by Harpoon to induce Millennium’s investment in Maverick in January 2017. The litigation between Harpoon,
Millennium and Maverick relates only to Harpoon’s ProTriTAC platform, and has no impact on Harpoon’s TriTAC platform, any programs in
development coming out of the TriTAC platform, or any other platforms that Harpoon is developing. The Court ruled in favor of Harpoon on Maverick’s
claims for breach of contract and misappropriation of trade secrets and dismissed those claims. As part of that ruling, the Court determined that
Harpoon’s ProTriTAC technology is not in a field that is subject to a four year non-compete. The Court found that Millennium had not proved its claims
for tortious interference with contract and business relations or unfair competition, and those claims were dismissed.
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